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Project Progress
Tyson Holcomb Update
On August 9th , the Tyson Holcomb plant in Holcomb, KS suffered a devastating fire that
burned up the mezzanine and two large panel rooms. The fire was so bad that it shut the
entire plant down, and it will not be back up and running for several months. Decker Electric
showed up within 18 hours of the fire being put out, and began to make-safe and lock out /
tag out the services that had been damaged. Decker Electric then began to hook up
temporary panels, temporary lighting, and office trailers. The following days have been filled
with electrical demolition, installation of cable tray, and pulling wire to the areas that were
being fed by these panel rooms. Decker electric has 14 electricians on site that are being led
by general foreman Javier Ramos, and foreman Miles Cleary. The crews have been working
12 hour days for the last 2 weeks, and will be taking off Sunday and Monday of the Labor day
weekend to get rested up for the days ahead of installing MCC’s, Switchgear, PLC panels,
lighting panels, transformers, and instruments. Thanks to all of the support staff who have
been helping to keep material, tools, and billings going on this project.

COW Boiler Disconnect Install
Dave Wiley and Ryan Atchison led the crew on the successful COW Boiler Disconnect shut
down this last Saturday. The project included pulling out all the old aluminum wiring and
pulling in new copper to two new disconnects.

Cunningham
James Eck is leading the crew out at the Cunningham NNG project, located in Cunningham,
KS. Underground is approximately 50% complete with foundations ongoing for the past 2
weeks. ICM has delivered its first couple of shipments with pre-fabricated racks and install

began last week. The above ground conduit installation and mechanical scope of work has
also began.

UPRR Oakland
Bryan Wallace and Andy Krejci are out in Oakland, CA doing an excellent job performing
electrical upgrades at the Service Track, Pump House, and Industrial Waste for Union Pacific
Railroad. The job is projected to finish late October.

Proterra Bus Charging
Station
Ryan Atchison and his crew have
successfully completed the City of Wichita
Proterra Bus Charging Station Project. Both
Seaton Construction and Decker Electric are
grateful to be a part of the Proterra / City of
Wichita Project.

BNSF Tulsa
Decker Electric has been proudly awarded to work in Temple, TX for the BNSF Railroad. The project
will include working alongside of two subcontractors, Mesa Power Lines and Kinley Construction to
install a new overhead service to a new pad-mounted 300 KVA transformer and a 300 KW
generator along with installing a new 400A distribution panel.
Decker Electric is excited to establish a relationship with the BNSF Railroad as well as working
diligently with the subcontractors and the engineering firm, Wilson & Company to complete the
project by the end of the 2019 year.

WSU DAS Project
Ryan Atchison and Nick England are leading
the electrical and low voltage crews on the
WSU DAS Project in Koch Arena. Both
Seaton Construction and Decker Electric are
working together on the project. The
anticipated completion date is scheduled for
the month of September.

Upcoming Events

2019 Race for Freedom
End Human Trafficking in Wichita
Freedom. Hope. A new beginning. For
victims of human trafficking, these
words might seem like unrealistic
concepts. But there is help, and there
is hope because the people in Wichita
are aware of the problem of sex
trafficking and they want to help.
Click here to learn more
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